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Abstract
We present a new expansion of the Polar Wind Outflow Model (PWOM) to include ki-
netic ions using the Particle-in-Cell (PIC) approach with Monte Carlo collisions. This 
implementation uses the original hydrodynamic solution at low altitudes for efficiency,
and couples to the kinetic solution at higher altitudes to account for kinetic effects im-
portant for ionospheric outflow. The modeling approach also includes wave-particle in-
teractions, suprathermal electrons, and an hybrid parallel computing approach combin-
ing shared and distributed memory paralellization. The resulting model is thus a com-
prehensive, global, model of ionospheric outflow that can be run efficiently on large su-
percomputing clusters. We demonstrate the model’s capability to study a range of prob-
lems starting with the comparison of kinetic and hydrodynamic solutions along a sin-
gle field line in the sunlit polar cap, and progressing to the altitude evolution of the ion
conic distribution in the cusp region. The interplay between convection and the cusp on
the global outflow solution is also examined. Finally, we demonstrate the impact of these
new model features on the magnetosphere by presenting the first 2-way coupled iono-
spheric outflow-magnetosphere calculation including kinetic ion effects.
1 Introduction
All of the plasma in Earth’s magnetosphere derives its origin from one of two sources:
the solar wind or the planet itself. The escape of plasma from the ionosphere to popu-
late the magnetosphere is often referred to as ionospheric outflow. In contrast to the so-
lar wind plasma which is mostly comprised of H+, magnetospheric plasma of ionospheric
origin can consist of H+ and heavier species such as O+. The origin of near-Earth plasma
is an issue of fundamental importance as it impacts every facet of the space environment 
system. Indeed, ionospheric plasma is found to affect the ring current [e.g., Nose´ et al.,
2005], wave growth in the inner magnetosphere [e.g., Kozyra et al., 1984], reconnection
[e.g., Shay and Swisdak , 2004], and flows in the magnetosphere [e.g., Garcia et al., 2010],
to name only a few. While the relative importance of the ionospheric and solar wind source
of plasma is still hotly debated, it has been suggested that the ionosphere is a fully ad-
equate source of plasma to fill the magnetosphere [Chappell et al., 1987]. This is partic-
ularly evident during geomagnetic storms where the large quantities of O+ in the mag-
netosphere are indicative of the strength of the ionospheric source [Lennartsson et al.,
1981]. Given the importance of ionospheric outflows, the development of coupled magnetosphere-
ionosphere models that account for the mass transport and feedback between these re-
gions is critical.
An empirical specification of ionospheric outflow is the most straightforward ap-
proach to include an ionospheric mass source in a global magnetospheric simulation. The 
simplest empirical specification is to just set an average density and temperature with
a zero outflow velocity uniformly around the inner simulation boundary. This approach
was used in the first model tracking ionospheric O+ as a population in the magnetosphere 
[Winglee, 1998], and was studied in great detail by Welling and Liemohn [2014]. More
complex empirical specifications seek to link the outflowing flux to energy inputs, for in-
stance electron precipitation and Poynting flux [Zheng et al., 2005; Strangeway et al.,
2005]. This approach is extremely popular [e.g., Fok et al., 2006; Brambles et al., 2011]
as it allows for a spatially and temporally varying, causally driven, outflow specification
while dispensing with the difficulty of modeling the physical processes that actually drive
the outflow. While the empirically specified outflow approach has a number of advan-
tages, it suffers from some significant drawbacks. For instance, the empirical specifica-
tions are often based on data sets that encompass a limited time period, are unable to 
distinguish between species type, and assume that the outflow flux changes instantaneously 
when the energy input changes. Despite these limitations, models using empirically spec-
ified fluxes have demonstrated that including outflow in a magnetosphere simulation can
have major impacts.63
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It is also possible to use first-principles based modeling in order to specify the in-
ner boundary conditions to reflect the outflowing plasma from the ionosphere. Glocer
et al. [2009a] was the first to implement this approach, coupling a hydrodynamic polar 
wind model with the BATS-R-US global magnetosphere model. This coupled model was 
later used in a number of subsequent studies [e.g., Welling et al., 2011; Ilie et al., 2013]. 
Recently, Varney et al. [2016] coupled an eight-moment outflow model into the LFM global 
magnetosphere model enabling transversely accelerated ions to be included in the cal-
culation. The advantage of the first-principles based modeling outflow specification is 
that the plasma can be tracked from the origin in the ionosphere to its fate in the mag-
netosphere, and the underlying physical processes can be examined. The primary dis-
advantage of this approach is the higher computational expense.
The two models referred to above to calculate the ionospheric outflow solution are 
both hydrodynamic in nature. However, one of the longest running controversies in po-
lar wind modeling is the use of and applicability of hydrodynamic models for describ-
ing polar outflows [Donahue, 1971; Lemaire and Scherer , 1973]. Shortly after the intro-
duction of the supersonic polar wind by Axford [1968], Banks and Holzer [1968] intro-
duced a hydrodynamic model to support this conjecture. However, the use of the hydro-
dynamic approach was objected to by others including Dessler and Cloutier [1969]. In 
essence, they argued that if the hydrodynamic solution does not correctly describe the 
geocorona, it should not be able to described the ionized outflow. Moreover, the hydro-
dynamic solution should only be valid when there exist sufficient collisions such that the 
ion distribution function can be described as a perturbation around a Maxwellian dis-
tribution function. Despite its seeming inapplicability, however, early attempts to com-
pare the polar wind H+ predictions from hydrodynamic models and kinetic models showed 
the two approaches yielded surprisingly similar results [Marubashi , 1970; Holzer et al., 
1971]. Nevertheless, non-Maxwellian distributions such as ion conics, beams, and dou-
ble hump distributions are known to exist in the outflowing plasma and should be in-
cluded when using a physics-based model to specify the outflow [e.g., Barakat et al., 1995]. 
So far only Welling et al. [2016], has made any attempt to use a model with a kinetic
ion description to represent the outflow for a global magnetosphere calculation. They
use the Generalized Polar Wind (GPW) model of Barakat and Schunk [2006] which has
a fluid description below 1200km, and a kinetic particle in cell (PIC) description above. 
This approach is thus capable of including important ion kinetic effects into the coupled 
outflowing plasma solution, but the coupling of GPW and the BATS-R-US magnetosphere 
is strictly one-way. In other words, GPW is independently executed and the results are 
read from files to set the MHD inner boundary condition. As a result, this work does
not include the feedback of the magnetosphere to the outflow calculation. To date, there 
does not exist an outflow model with a kinetic ion description that is fully integrated with 
the magnetosphere calculation.
This paper has two main objectives. First, to introduce the expansion of the Po-
lar Wind Outflow Model (PWOM) [Glocer et al., 2007, 2009a, 2012] to include kinetic 
ions using the PIC approach with Monte Carlo collisions. The model also includes the 
effect of wave-particle interactions, suprathermal electrons, and a hybrid parallelization 
scheme that combines shared and distributed memory parallel computing to achieve fast 
execution. Second, we demonstrate that the newly expanded PWOM code is two-way 
coupled with the multi-fluid BATS-R-US magnetosphere model enabling new studies of 
the role of kinetic ion effects in the global outflowing plasma solution, the subsequent 
impact on the magnetosphere, and the eventual feedback on the outflow calculation.
2 Adding Kinetic Ions to the Polar Wind Outflow Model
The previous version of PWOM, described by Glocer et al. [2012] and prior pub-
lications, is restricted to the gyrotropic transport equations for the ions. Such a hydro-
dynamic approach can easily include chemistry and collisions at minimal computational
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Figure 1. A schematic depiction of the the different outflow regions along field line (left)
together with the modeling approach (right) for ions, suprathermal electrons (se−), thermal
electrons (e−), and the ambipolar electric field(E‖.
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expense, but is only strictly valid where collisions are important. The extent of this re-116
gion is defined by the concept of the ion exobase or baropause, located at about 2000km,117
described by Lemaire and Scherer [1970] and others as the altitude at which the mean118
free path of ions is equal to the scale height. Below this height the hydrodynamic ap-119
proach is perfectly valid while above it the validly becomes increasingly suspect. More-120
over, the hydrodynamic solution is not capable of modeling non-Maxwellian distributions121
such ion conics frequently observed above the cusp and auroral regions. We therefore ex-122
pand the PWOM model to use the hydrodynamic approach only at low altitudes where123
it is both valid and efficient, and transition to a kinetic PIC solution at higher altitudes.124
This approach is conceptually similar to that described by some other models [e.g., Es-125
tep et al., 1999; Barakat and Barghouthi , 1994] but has a number of advantageous fea-126
tures. This section describes the modeling approach in detail.127
Figure 1 provides a schematic illustration of modeling approach along a single field131
line. On the left of Figure 1, an illustration of the different regions of outflow is provided132
for context. Below 1000km PWOM uses its original hydrodynamic approach to solve the133
gyrotropic transport equations for ions [Gombosi and Nagy , 1989]. Above 1000km, PWOM134
uses a Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) approach which obtains a kinetic solu-135
tion by following guiding center macro-particles for each ion species. As the electric field136
is calculated self-consistently, as in a hybrid-PIC simulation, we adopt the nomenclature137
‘hybrid-DSMC’ method as a short hand although some publications also refer to this ap-138
proach as ‘Mac-PIC’. The hydrodynamic model provides the lower boundary condition139
for the hybrid-DSMC calculation, and the hybrid-DSMC model provides the upper bound-140
ary condition for the hydrodynamic model. Each macro particle is advanced under the141
influence of gravity, the force associated with the parallel electric field, and the mirror142
force according to the standard equation of motion for a gyro-averaged particle143
mi
∂vi‖
∂t
− qiE‖ + GmiMplanet
r2
+ µi
∂B
∂s
= 0 (1)
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the calculation flow. The original PWOM hydrodynamic portion
of the calculation is on the left (blue), and the new hybrid-DSMC portion of the calculation on
the right (orange). The connection between these two approaches are shown with gray arrows.
Focusing on the new hybrid-DSMC portion of the calculation, references for specific algorithms
adapted into the present calculation are provided.
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where i is the ion species index, mi is the ion mass, vi is the ion velocity, t is time, qi144
is the ion charge, E‖ is the parallel electric field, G is the gravitational constant, Mplanet145
is the mass of the planet, r is the radial distance measured from the center of the planet,146
B is the magnetic field magnitude, and s is the distance along the magnetic field. µi is147
the particle’s first adiabatic invariant defined by148
µi =
miv
2
⊥
2B
(2)
The inclusion of Coulomb collisions and wave particle interactions are provided as a sep-149
arate operation from the particle push using the Monte Carlo approach.150
Figure 2 summarizes the flow of the calculation using a block diagram. The left156
side shows the steps of the hydrodynamic portion of the model in blue, while the right157
side shows the steps of the hybrid-DSMC portion of the calculation in orange. As the158
hydrodynamic portion has been presented in our previous work, we focus on the hybrid-159
DSMC part of the code. The first step in this portion is to randomly sample macro-particles160
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for each ion species in the lower ghost cell (sometimes referred to as a boundary condi-161
tion cell) from a Maxwellian distribution whose density, velocity, and temperature are162
determined from the hydrodynamic model. Particle weights for the sampling are deter-163
mined by dividing the number of true particles in the cell by the target number of macro-164
particle per cell. Every time the ghost cell is sampled any previously existing macro-particles165
in the ghost cell are discarded and replaced with the newly sampled macro-particles. We166
then ‘push’ our macro-particles according to the guiding center equation of motion given167
above using a 4th order Runge-Kutta (RK4) scheme. Particles are then sorted into cells168
so that collisions and wave-particle interactions can be applied. These processes are de-169
scribed in more detail in the following subsections. To maintain good statistics with rea-170
sonable computational expense, we use the macro-particle ‘rezoning’ technique described171
by Lapenta [2002] to either split or join particles until we are within a predefined tol-172
erance of our target number of macro-particles per cell; splitting a macro-particles means173
converting it into two new macro-particles each representing half of the original num-174
ber of true particles, while joining macro-particles means combining two macro-particles175
into a single macro-particle representing the same number of true particle. Finally, we176
calculate moments (density, velocity, temperature, and heat flux) for each ion species from177
the macro-particles to couple with the hydrodynamic code.178
As noted by Lapenta [2002], joining macro particles is delicate operation and thus179
requires some further elaboration. The main idea is to join macro particles in a way that180
leaves the new set of particles equivalent. In other words, the new set of macro parti-181
cles after the joining operation should ideally have the same velocity space distribution182
and moments as the old set. We therefore only select particles to join that are close to183
each other in velocity space. This is achieved by first sorting particles in a given altitude184
cell into velocity space bins whose size is much smaller than the thermal speed. The par-185
ticle with the lowest statistical weight (w1) in the altitude cell is then selected to be com-186
bined with the next lowest weight particle (w2) in the same altitude cell and velocity space187
bin. In this way we systematically eliminate particles with low statistical weight by join-188
ing them to particles with higher statistical weight. The new particle has a combined189
statistical weight (wc) of190
wc = w1 + w2 (3)
and a new position and velocity given by the statistically weighted average of the old par-191
ticle’s values. This approach conserves number density and momentum exactly, but not192
energy. However, by only combining particles that are close together in velocity space,193
any error in the energy is in practice quite small. Indeed, this algorithm is largely equiv-194
alent to one described by Lapenta [2002] (called algorithm C1 in that paper), and was195
found in their tests to do an excellent job in preserving both the moments and the shape196
of the velocity space distribution. Our own simple testing of the algorithm confirms this.197
In our test, we initialize the particles in a given cell according to a drifting Maxwellian198
distribution with a specified density, velocity, and temperature. The particles in that cell199
are then split 60 times followed by being joined 60 times. Each operation works on 5%200
of the available particles, which is typical in a PWOM simulation. The error in the den-201
sity, velocity, and temperature after each split or join operation is tracked. The split op-202
erations exactly conserve mass, momentum and energy and thus preserve all three mo-203
ments to round off error as expected. The join operations exactly conserve the mass and204
momentum and therefore preserve the density and velocity moments to round off error.205
The cumulative error in the temperature after 60 join operations was found to be ap-206
proximately 0.05%. As the particle rezoning operation is only applied at most once a minute,207
to reduce computational overhead, and not every rezoning operation involves joining par-208
ticles, these small errors can be regarded as a conservative estimate of the maximum er-209
ror introduced during an hour of simulation. Finally, we note that visual inspection com-210
paring the final and original particle velocity space distributions also demonstrates at211
most miniscule change.212
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One critical aspect of the calculation flow is the interface between the hydrodynamic 
model and kinetic model. As noted in the description above, the top computational cell
of the hydrodynamic model provides the moments to define a distribution function from 
which macro-particles are sampled to fill the lower ghost cell of the kinetic model. Like-
wise, the upper ghost cell of hydrodynamic model is filled by moments calculated at the 
bottom of the computational domain of the kinetic model. However, only the density
and velocity moments from the kinetic model are used directly, but not the temperature. 
Instead, the temperature is set such that the heat flux in the hydrodynamic model matches 
the heat flux in the kinetic model at the interface, specifically221
−κi∇Ti = qkinetici (4)
where κi is the heat flux coefficient for species i. This approach, described first by Es-222
tep et al. [1999], is critical for two-way coupling as it ensures that mass and energy flux223
are conserved across the interface. If instead the temperature or pressure from the ki-224
netic model was used to set the upper boundary on the hydrodynamic calculation, the225
Fourier heat flux would not match the kinetic heat flux, resulting in a non-zero diver-226
gence of the heat flux at the interface, and subsequent build up of energy. By selecting227
the temperature in the upper ghost cell of the hydrodynamic model such that the heat228
flux is conserved across the interface the divergence of the heat flux is zero, the energy229
flux is conserved across the interface, and no build up of heat occurs.230
While the block diagram adequately describes the calculation flow, some portions231
of the calculation require further description. Therefore the following subsections detail232
the treatment of the electrons, the application of Coulomb collisions, and the inclusion233
of wave-particle interactions.234
2.1 Treating the Electrons235
The electrons are split into two populations: thermal electrons and suprathermal236
electrons (SEs). Together with the ions, these two electron populations must satisfy quasineu-237
trality and current conservation. Additionally we solve an energy equation for the elec-238
tron temperature, and the electric field is represented using a generalized Ohm’s law de-239
rived from the steady state momentum equation. As this approach was recently described240
by Glocer et al. [2012] and Glocer et al. [2017] we will not repeat the complete descrip-241
tion here, but instead focus our discussion on the treatment of the SEs which is some-242
what different than in our previous efforts.243
The idea that suprathermal electrons (electrons with energies much greater than244
thermal energies) can cause heavy ion outflows was suggested by Axford [1968]. The SEs245
come from three sources including photoionization of the atmosphere, precipitating elec-246
trons of magnetospheric origin (polar rain, cusp, and auroral electrons), and secondary247
electrons produced by impact ionization of the neutral atmosphere. They affect the out-248
flowing solution through the ambipolar electric field and energy deposition from the suprather-249
mal population to the thermal population. Even very small concentrations of these elec-250
trons can have a dramatic impact on the outflow [Khazanov et al., 1997]. The SE pop-251
ulation, however, requires a special treatment. In our past work this population is ei-252
ther specified at the base of the field line from an external calculation and then mapped253
to higher altitudes, as was done in Glocer et al. [2012], or a self consistent kinetic equa-254
tion is solved, as was done in Glocer et al. [2017]. The former approach does not self con-255
sistently treat the ionization and suprathermal electron production, but is very fast. The256
latter approach is much more physical, but can be quite onerous computationally. We257
therefore adopt a compromise approach to the calculation of the SEs and embed a two-258
stream treatment of this population.259
The two-stream approach to the SE population was first presented by Banks and260
Nagy [1970] and Nagy and Banks [1970]. In this technique the SEs are split into an up-261
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going stream and a down-going stream assumed to be represented by an average, usu-262
ally isotropic, pitch-angle. The two-streams include the photo-production, secondary pro-263
duction, collisions, and transport at each altitude. They are moreover coupled by a backscat-264
ter coefficient which represents the transfer of electrons from the up-going stream to the265
down-going stream through collisions. There are a number of two-stream representations266
in the community, but the specific implementation embedded into PWOM is the GLOW267
model [Solomon et al., 1988; Solomon, 2017].268
The inclusion of the GLOW model into PWOM is virtually identical to the inclu-269
sion of the fully kinetic SE solution described by Glocer et al. [2017]. In both approaches270
the electric field as well as the thermal electron density and temperature profiles are passed271
to the SE model. If a precipitation is present, it is specified as an upper boundary con-272
dition on the SE model. The SE model then finds the SE solution and passes back to273
PWOM the ionization rate (which matches the SE production rate), the SE number den-274
sity, number flux, as well as the energy deposition and momentum transfer to the ther-275
mal electron population. To use GLOW in this approach only required a few small changes.276
First, we had to put the code into a ‘wrapper’ so that each PWOM field line can call an277
independent GLOW solution. Second, GLOW had to be modified to use PWOM pro-278
vided thermal electron parameters rather than the parameters from the IRI empirical279
model [Bilitza et al., 1990]. Third, above 1000km we use Liouville mapping to extend280
the GLOW solution to higher altitudes where the changing magnetic field strength and281
electric potential drop make the isotropic two-stream representation less valid. Finally,282
we take the reflected portion of the SE solution from the Liouville mapping and impose283
that as an upper boundary condition on the GLOW calculation. The calculation is then284
repeated and the boundary condition is updated again. This iteration continues until285
the change from one solution to the next is smaller than a specified tolerance.286
Including the two-stream electron representation is a compromise between com-287
putational speed and completeness. The two-stream representation allows for a self-consistent288
representation of the ion and SE production, SE transport, as well as the collisional in-289
teractions. This makes it much better than relying on an externally specified SE solu-290
tion. However, the two-stream approach is not as physically complete as the fully kinetic291
representation. In compensation, two-stream approach is orders of magnitude faster while292
providing a fully adequate description of the SEs. This speed up is critical as the addi-293
tion of the kinetic ion treatment to PWOM is itself quite computationally demanding294
and every bit of code speedup is essential in order to achieve our goal of a fast global so-295
lution with ion kinetic effects.296
2.2 Including Coulomb Collisions297
The effect of Coulomb collisions on the guiding center macro-particle ion veloci-298
ties is included probabilisticly using the Monte Carlo approach. This point is particu-299
larly important as the hand-off between the hydrodynamic and DSMC approach, where300
the upper and lower boundary cells respectively are filled by the other model, must oc-301
cur in a region where both approaches are valid. Including collisions in our kinetic ion302
description enables both it and the hydrodynamic model to be valid in the transition re-303
gion making that a suitable location for transition between physical approaches. Only304
Coulomb collisions are included by the model currently. Neutral collisions could be in-305
cluded as well, but as we choose the transition altitude to be situated above the neutral306
exobase but below the ion exobase, including only Coulomb collisions is sufficient.307
The specific algorithm for applying the Coulomb collisions is based on the widely308
used technique of Takizuka and Abe [1977]. In this approach all ions in a given cell are309
randomly paired and collided in a a given timestep. The scattering angle, Θ, of a given310
collision is provided by δ = tan(Θ/2) where δ is a uniformly distributed random vari-311
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able with a mean of zero and variance given by312
〈δ2〉 = q
2
i q
2
jnLλ
8pi20m
2
iju
3
∆t (5)
where the subscript ‘i’ or ‘j’ represents the ion index, qi is the charge, nL is the mini-313
mum of ion densities i and j in the case they are of different species, λ is the Coulomb314
logarithm, mij is the reduced mass, u is the relative velocity of ion i and j, and ∆t is315
the timestep. An interested reader can find full details and discussion of special cases316
in Takizuka and Abe [1977].317
In our code we allow macro-particles to have arbitrary weights to accomodate the318
particle rezoning and must therefore consider an expansion of the algorithm of Takizuka319
and Abe [1977] which assumes identically weighted particles. Miller and Combi [1994]320
first expanded that algorithm for the case of particles with two weights using a rejection321
technique. Rejection methods are commonly used in Monte Carlo models with differently322
weighted particles to avoid over counting collisions. For example, if a macro-particle rep-323
resenting 10 real particles collides with a macro-particle representing 100 real particles324
then the resulting collision would not conserve energy and momentum since the ‘heav-325
ier’ macro-particle weighs more strongly in the moment calculations. Therefore some col-326
lisions must be probabilistically rejected. For variably weighted macro-particle, where327
each macro-particle has a different weight, we use the rejection probabilities calculated328
by Nanbu and Yonemura [1998]. As a result, when working with equally weighted macro-329
particles we conserve energy and momentum exactly with each collision, while when work-330
ing with variably weighted particles we conserve energy and momentum on the average.331
To verify that the Coulomb collisions are calculated properly in our model, we ap-332
ply our implementation to a standard test problem: The equilibration of temperature.333
In this problem, we consider two populations (‘i’ and ‘e’) with equal number densities,334
but different masses and temperatures and see how long it takes for the temperatures335
to come to equilibrium. Transport is disabled for this test problem. We consider two cases,336
one with equally weighted macro-particles and another with each species split into two337
differently weighted populations yielding 4 total weights. The parameters for the test338
are chosen to be consistent with those used by Miller and Combi [1994] and Takizuka339
and Abe [1977] and are given by Ti = 2Te = 400eV , ni = ne = 0.5 × 106 cm−3,340
mi = 4me.341
Figure 3 presents the results of the test showing the temperature difference, nor-346
malized to the starting temperature difference, over time, normalized by the collision fre-347
quency (ν0). The normalized temperature difference starts at 1 and continually reduces348
until the two species come to equilibrium. Note that the solution is nearly identical re-349
gardless of whether all macro-particles have the same weight or if various weights are used350
for macro-particles. Also plotted is the result of Miller and Combi [1994] and the an-351
alytic solution to this problem, assuming each population is represented by a Maxwellian,352
given by353
Ti − Te
Ti0 − Te0 = exp−2.0νeqt (6)
where νeq = (8/3pi
1/2)(me/mi)[1+me/mi(Ti/Te)]
−3/2ν0 is the temperature equilibra-354
tion frequency. Our calculation is in excellent agreement with the analytic solution dur-355
ing the early phase of the equilibration and with the prior solution of Miller and Combi356
[1994] at all times. As explained by Miller and Combi [1994], after the initial phase of357
the equilibration, the two populations are no longer adequately described as Maxwellian358
and therefore the deviation from the analytic solution is expected. Our excellent agree-359
ment with the previously published result, however, gives us confidence that our imple-360
mentation of the Coulomb collisions is correct. We also note that we were able to ob-361
tain equally good agreement for other parameter choices, but the case already presented362
is sufficient to provide verification.363
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Model Verification: Equilibration of Temperature
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Figure 3. Verification of the implementation of the collision operator using the equilibration
of temperature test. Cases with equally weighted particles (solid) and with four different weights
(dash-dot) are compared with analytical theory (dashed) and with previously published results of
Miller and Combi [1994] (+).
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2.3 Inclusion of wave-particle interactions364
Resonant wave-particle interactions (WPI) are widely considered to be a major path-365
way of ion heating and acceleration in the cusp and auroral region. The energy for this366
interaction is derived from broadband wave turbulence observed along field lines with367
power concentrated below the ion cyclotron frequency [Gurnett et al., 1984]. Ions res-368
onating with a portion of the wave spectrum can be heated perpendicularly and then369
accelerated by the mirror force to form conics [Retterer et al., 1987]. While WPI of this370
type is impossible to add to the previously used hydrodynamic approach owing to the371
assumption of a scalar pressure and hence no perpendicular heating or mirror force, it372
is very natural to add to the DSMC model outlined above. We implemented the approach373
described by Retterer et al. [1987], Crew et al. [1990], and Barakat and Barghouthi [1994]374
who include the wave heating by randomly perturbing the perpendicular velocity such375
that variance of the perturbation is given by 〈(∆v⊥)2〉 = 4D⊥∆t, where v⊥ is the per-376
pendicular velocity, D⊥ is the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient associated with the power377
spectral density (see Retterer et al. [1987]), and ∆t is the time step of the calculation.378
We note that the values of D⊥ provided by Barakat and Barghouthi [1994], are based379
on a literature search for typical values of the wave power spectral density in different380
regions and is therefore a reasonable choice on the average. However, there is significant381
uncertainty in the exact altitude profile for the wave power, and the temporal variation382
is not accounted for. Indeed a major shortcoming of current models is that the wave heat-383
ing parameter is not tied in any way to the magnetospheric input [Barakat and Bargh-384
outhi , 1994; Varney et al., 2016]. Nevertheless, this implementation is sufficient for the385
present work, and the choice of diffusion coefficients can easily be updated as new forms386
are developed.387
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2.4 Multiple layers of parallelization for fast execution388
A common concern when using kinetic representations in global scale simulations389
is execution time. In other words, the simulation must be able to run sufficiently fast on390
available computational resources such that all the simulations in the work plan can be391
accomplished. Our newly expanded PWOM code with suprathermal electrons and ki-392
netic ions takes advantage of a hybrid of shared and distributed memory parallelization393
to accomplish this.394
We use distributed memory parallelization to separate the number of field lines in395
the computation among the available processes using Message Passing Interface (MPI).396
This level of parallelization for PWOM was first described by Glocer et al. [2009b]. As397
there is no need to communicate between field lines this parallelization exhibits close to398
ideal scaling; it is just as fast to simulate a single field line on one process as it is to sim-399
ulate a thousand field lines on a thousand processes. This simplifies our objective im-400
mensely to only needing to optimize and speedup the single field line calculation. As the401
hydrodynamic solution is already very fast, only acceleration of the DSMC particle so-402
lution is required.403
The speed up of the DSMC solution for macro-particles on a given field line is read-404
ily accomplished with shared memory parallelization using OpenMP. We primarily par-405
allelize the macro-particle pushing, collision, and sorting operations. As each macro-particle406
advances within a timestep independently of any other macro-particle, and each colli-407
sion pair collides independently of any other pair, these operations are very straightfor-408
ward to parallelize. The sorting operation is also sped up with OpenMP.409
This hybrid of shared and distributed memory parallelization enables significant416
speed up. As an example, Figure 4, presents the OpenMP speedup of a single MPI pro-417
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cess executing a single field-line simulation with approximately four million particles for418
60s of simulated time. This particular scaling was run on a single ivy bridge node on NASA’s419
Pleiades supercomputer. The y-axis shows the ratio of simulation time to real time, and420
the x-axis shows the number of OpenMP threads. The dotted line shows the performance421
when only the hydrodynamic model is used at all altitudes. As there is no OpenMP par-422
allelization of the hydrodynamic model, the dotted line is flat even when the number of423
threads increases. The fastest model performance is about 2.5 times slower than real-424
time for a combined fluid-kinetic solution and requires 20 OpenMP threads. However,425
the benefit of using more OpenMP threads decreases as more and more are used. We426
find that 5 OpenMP threads per MPI process represents an acceptable combination of427
speed and resources. This choice enables simulations 2.7 times slower than real time with428
4 MPI process, and hence 4 field lines, able to fit on a single ivy bridge node; note 20429
cores are on a single ivy bridge node. OpenMP parallelization of the hydrodynamic por-430
tion of the code or the use of a larger timestep, can further acclerate performance of the431
calculation. While simulations 2.7 times slower than real time may not sound impres-432
sive, recall that this performance is true regardless of the number of field lines, and there-433
fore global kinetic polar wind simulations are possible at reasonable computational ex-434
pense.435
There are a few other notes about the computational performance of the model that436
require further discussion. First, at 5 OpenMP threads per field line, the combined fluid-437
kinetic model is actually slightly faster than the hydrodynamic only model. However,438
this is with approximately 4.5 million particles per field line, and more OpenMp threads439
will be required to achieve the same performance as the number of particles is increased.440
Nevertheless, we believe this is a reasonable number of particles as our convergence test-441
ing (not shown) finds that the physical solution is little changed as the number of par-442
ticles is either doubled or quadrupled. This number of particles is thus a reasonable test443
size for measuring model performance. Second, our test considers the performance with444
and without careful use of ‘thread pinning’, the binding of an OpenMp thread to spe-445
cific cores to improve memory accesses. Good use of pinning can significantly improve446
performance as shown in Figure 4. When PWOM is run in standalone mode, thread pin-447
ning is no problem, but when run coupled to other models through the SWMF where448
models running on different nodes can have different numbers of processes and threads,449
careful thread pinning can become onerous. In the latter case it is easier to pay an ef-450
ficiency penalty. Fortunately, at 5 threads per line, the performance penalty is only about451
10%.452
3 Results453
Our expanded modeling approach, described in the previous section, provides a first454
principles treatment of most major outflow mechanisms in PWOM. In the following sub-455
sections we make use of this new capability in single field line and global outflow sim-456
ulations. We begin with a single field line solution in Section 3.1 and compare the hy-457
drodynamic solution and kinetic solution of polar wind outflow under sunlit conditions.458
This solution is then expanded in Section 3.2 to consider the sunlit field line in the cusp459
and the altitude evolution of the ion conic. Section 3.3 builds on this result by looking460
at the global outflow solution including cusp, but not auroral, outflow driven by wave-461
particle interactions and soft electron precipitation. Finally, Section 3.4 presents the first462
results of two-way coupling the global kinetic outflow solution from PWOM to the multi-463
fluid BATS-R-US magnetosphere model.464
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3.1 Single Line Solution - Comparing Hydrodynamic and Kinetic So-465
lutions466
As PWOM can be run using either hydrodynamic or kinetic descriptions above 1000467
km, the comparison of these two descriptions is an interesting first test of the newly ex-468
panded model. We therefore consider a single stationary field line exposed to sunlit con-469
ditions in the polar region, invariant latitude of approximately 70◦. Steady state solu-470
tions of the fully hydrodynamic and the combined hydrodynamic (below 1000 km) and471
kinetic (above 1000 km) are obtained by running these time-dependent calculations un-472
til no more temporal change is visible.473
Figure 5 presents the comparison of the hydrodynamic and kinetic (above 1000km)477
polar wind solutions. The left plot shows the altitude profile of the H+ and O+ densi-478
ties, while the right plot shows the altitude profile of the H+ and O+ velocities. The hy-479
drodynamic solution is shown in black while the kinetic solution is shown in red. The480
H+ density solution is remarkably similar at all altitudes although some difference in the481
altitude evolution of the velocity is visible. In contrast the O+ solution is similar in the482
two cases below 2000 km, but starts to diverge above.483
This result indicates that the hydrodynamic solution gives a reasonable prediction484
for the H+, but overestimates the O+ density at high altitudes. As the H+ is more eas-485
ily accelerated and reaches the sonic transition in both cases, it is unsurprising that the486
result is similar. Indeed this is consistent with the study of Marubashi [1970] who found487
that the H+ polar wind solution is similar in both the hydrodynamic and kinetic cases,488
even though the collisions are overestimated in the hydrodynamic cases. The O+, in con-489
trast, is much more sensitive to the modeling approach. This is likely because only a small490
portion of the distribution function is above the escape velocity, and so the shape of the491
distribution much more sensitively constrains O+ access to a given altitude.492
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3.2 Single Line Solution - Cusp
The cusp region is one of the most active spatial regions with regard to ionospheric 
outflow. One widely used study by Strangeway et al. [2005] examined multiple cusp cross-
ings by the FAST satellite during a geomagnetic storm and found that the outflow flux 
correlates well with soft electron precipitation and Poynting flux. Indeed, as discussed 
earlier, resonant wave-particle interactions are expected above the cusp region and may 
lead to the formation of ion conic structures. Our model improvements are capable of 
handling both soft electron precipitation as well as the effects of wave-particle interac-
tions, making this a nice model demonstration.
The physical scenario under consideration is a high latitude field line initially ex-
posed only to sunlight that suddenly enters the cusp region. The initial condition is found 
by simulating a stationary, illuminated, field line for several hours until a steady solu-
tion is obtained. At time zero, soft electron precipitation, in the form of a monoener-
getic beam with a mean energy of 100 eV and energy flux of 1 erg/cm2/s, is imposed at 
the top of the model. Simultaneously, the wave-particle interactions are switched on us-
ing the diffusion coefficients described above of Barakat and Barghouthi [1994]. The model 
is then run for 25 minutes in this configuration.
Figure 6 shows results of our combined fluid-kinetic version of PWOM for a sun-
lit field line that has entered the cusp and encountering soft electron precipitation and 
wave heating for approximately 25 minutes. As expected, densities and velocities (left 
part of figure) all increased compared to Figure 5 which only includes the effect of sun-
light producing ionization and photoelectrons. The most significant qualitative change
is seen in the O+ solution which becomes greater than or equal to the H+ density at all 
altitudes. Moreover, the velocity, negligible in the previous case, now exceeds 10 km/s
at the top of the model.
One feature of the model is that we can examine the altitude evolution of the ion 
distribution function in this case. As an example, the right portion of Figure 6 presents 
the O+ velocity space distribution function at four altitudes at the end of the simula-
tion. At 1000 km, the location of the fluid-kinetic transition, the distribution has a typ-
ical Maxwellian shape; this is expected as a Maxwellian is fed in from the fluid portion
of the code. At higher altitudes the distribution becomes increasingly perpendicular as 
the wave-particle interactions heat the ions transverse to the magnetic field. By about 
4000 km, the ion distribution function has the typical perpendicularly heated “pancake” 
shape typical of ion conics forming in the cusp.
This simulation is only meant as an idealized demonstration of PWOM’s ability
to model conic formation in the cusp. As noted in the model description section, there 
are a number of uncertainties related the precise form of the wave-heating term and its 
altitude profile. Additionally, any heating that occurs below the hydrodynamic-kinetic 
transition is not included; although the boundary could be lowered, or an isotropic heat-
ing term could be added to the hydrodynamic model if necessary. Future satellite mis-
sions are needed to better constrain the uncertainties associated with the wave inputs.
3.3 Global Simulation of Cusp Effects
An important feature of PWOM is that it can follow multiple field lines to recon-
struct the full three dimensional solution. This feature is now used to examine the ef-
fect of the cusp on the global outflow calculation. To model this scenario, we choose a 
typical 2-cell convection pattern with which to move the field lines. We then impose an 
artificial cusp region on the dayside as shown in Figure 7. In this cusp region we turn
on wave-particle interactions (with the same heating terms described earlier) and place
a mono-energetic beam of precipitating electrons with a mean energy of 100 eV and en-
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Figure 6. A sunlit cusp field line exposed to soft electron precipitation (1 erg cm−2 s−1 at
100 eV) and wave-particle interactions for 25 minutes. Altitude profiles of density (top) and
velocity (bottom) are shown on the left. The solution from Figure 5 is over-plotted in red as a
reference. The right panel presents the O+ velocity space distribution function at selected alti-
tudes. These field lines have significant O+ available at high altitudes with ion conic formation
becoming evident by 4000 km.
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ergy flux of 1 erg/cm2/s. 896 field lines are then allowed to move around the polar cap548
entering and leaving the cusp region.549
Figure 7 presents the PWOM results at 6000 km in the top right. The O+ and H+550
fluxes are shown as well as what percent of the solution is O+. There is clearly an en-551
hanced O+ flux associated with the cusp and a more modest H+ flux enhancement; a552
linear scale is used to highlight the peak flux. Moreover, in the vicinity of the cusp the553
fraction of O+ is strongly enhanced. The O+ enhancement persists poleward of the cusp554
as accelerated plasma is convected across the polar region. This enhanced O+ fraction555
at high altitudes over the polar cap, originating in the cusp, is often a source of confu-556
sion in observations as the plasma origin cannot be established [e.g., Lockwood et al., 1985].557
One unexpected feature in the simulation is that there is enhanced H+ flux extend-558
ing across the polar cap to the night side. In the model, we believe this is due to increased559
O+ production in the cusp being transported across the polar cap while simultaneously560
producing H+ through accidentally resonant charge exchange. The combination of trans-561
port time and reaction time conspire to create additional H+ poleward of the cusp which562
can then be accelerated by the classical polar wind mechanism creating enhanced H+563
fluxes.564
The bottom right of Figure 7 presents the O+ and H+ velocity as well as the elec-565
tron temperature on a cut plane through the cusp. These plots illustrate the altitude evo-566
lution of the cusp enhancement. Note that the strongest O+ and H+ velocities are lo-567
cated at higher altitudes and are driven by the WPI. We note the electron temperature568
is enhanced in the cusp region owing to the addition of soft electron precipitation. Soft569
electron precipitation in the cusp raises the electron temperature, increase the ioniza-570
tion rate, and results in upwelling of ions which can be further accelerated by WPI. As571
shown by Barakat and Schunk [1983] and Demars et al. [1996], enhanced electron tem-572
peratures are associated with enhanced O+ fluxes. The connection between enhanced573
outflow and electron temperature is also seen in observations [e.g., Abe et al., 1993]. The574
picture presented here is consistent with these past studies.575
We note that the parameters defining the ”artificial” cusp region shown in Figure581
7 are chosen to represent very strong cusp effects on the outflow solution. As such the582
values for precipitation in the cusp region are chosen to appropriate for more active con-583
ditions. The 1 erg/cm2/s precipitating electron energy flux is half of the value used by584
Deng et al. [2013], which they justified based on previous studies as appropriate for very585
strong geomagnetic events. Additionally, the cusp region is imposed between 65 and 75586
degrees latitude and extends about 2 hours of local time centered around noon. This cusp587
region is somewhat exaggerated in latitude relative to the expected cusp size which is588
roughly 1-4 degrees [Newell and Meng , 1987, 1992]. Therefore, these simulations repre-589
sent a maximal effect of the cusp on the outflow. Reducing the cusp size would likely re-590
duce the wave heating of ions traversing the cusp region as they would have a reduced591
residence time in the cusp. We plan to explore the effects of varying the cusp size and592
the precipitating electron flux in future studies along with other parameters not consid-593
ered here such as the thermosphere neutral densities and temperatures. However, the594
present values are adequate for this initial test.595
3.4 Initial Two-Way Coupling of Kinetic Outflow to Multi-Fluid MHD596
Magnetosphere597
PWOM was first coupled to BATS-R-US by Glocer et al. [2009b] where the out-598
flow parameters calculated by PWOM are used to set the inner boundary conditions for599
the magnetosphere. This coupling provides a first-principles specification of the ionospheric600
source of plasma for the magnetosphere. As none of the model development presented601
here significantly affects the mechanics of the model coupling, all of the new features of602
PWOM presented in this study are instantly available to provide a specification of the603
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609
610
ionospheric source of plasma to the magnetosphere. In this section we present an initial604
test of our model improvements in the context of the coupled space environment system.605
Specifically, this simulation examines the effectiveness of wave-particle interactions above606
the cusp and auroral region, in supplying O+ to the plasmasheet and ring current.607
The specific setup of coupled models is illustrated in Figure 8 and described in de-611
tail in Glocer et al. [2009a] and Glocer et al. [2013]. For convenience of the reader, we612
briefly summarize the coupling as follows. The global magnetosphere is represented by613
the multi-fluid version of the BATS-R-US code [Glocer et al., 2009]. It is coupled to the614
ionosphere using a height integrated potential solver [Ridley et al., 2004] which combines615
the field aligned currents from the magnetosphere with the Hall and PEderson conduc-616
tivities obtained from empirical relations in order to calculate the potential in the po-617
lar region. That potential is mapped to the inner boundary of the magnetosphere where618
it is used to set the transverse velocities. The ionospheric outflow is described by PWOM619
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which takes the polar cap potential and precipitation as inputs. Note the precipitation
is inferred from the field-aligned currents [Ridley et al., 2004] and in this case represents 
only the mono-energetic aurora. The outflow solution is then interpolated onto the BATS-
R-US inner boundary in order to set the inner boundary face values of the calculation.
The ring current in this calculation is represented using the Comprehensive Inner 
Magnetosphere (CIMI) Model [Fok et al., 2014]. CIMI takes the magnetic field, electric 
potential, and plasmasheet boundary conditions as inputs and carries out a bounce av-
eraged kinetic calculation of the ring current distribution function. The resulting pres-
sure and density for each species is provided back to BATS-R-US to correct the MHD 
values in the inner magnetosphere. A predecessor of this model, the Comprehensive Ring 
Current Model (CRCM), was fully coupled to BATS-R-US by Glocer et al. [2013]. CIMI 
uses the same coupling infrastructure, slightly modified to allow coupling multiple ion 
species to the ring current model; full details of the coupling are available in this pre-
vious work. The model coupling is facilitated by the Space Weather Modeling Frame-
work To´th et al. [2012] with all models exchanging information at a regular cadence.
As an initial demonstration that the multi-fluid BATS-R-US code can be driven
by the kinetic outflow solution from PWOM, we consider the effect of wave-particle in-
teractions in supplying plasma to the magnetosphere. This effect has not been consid-
ered in our previous model couplings, as the hydrodynamic only version of PWOM was 
not capable of studying the effect of transverse wave heating and conic formation. In this 
initial study, we consider the magnetosphere at equinox driven by typical southward so-
lar wind conditions (BZ=-5 nT, n=5 cm−3, and v=400 km/s). The outflow solution is 
represented by 125 convecting field lines in PWOM, which are coupled every 60s to BATS-
R-US. Although PWOM is capable of separately solving the outflow solution in the north-
ern and southern hemispheres, only the northern hemisphere outflow solution is calcu-
lated in this simulation. The southern hemisphere is set to mirror the north in order to 
save computational expense for this first test. The coupled model is run for approximately 
5 hours with fixed inputs.
One challenge is in how to represent the spatial distribution and intensity of the 
wave power in the coupled model. These inputs are important for driving the wave-particle 
interactions for the outflow calculation. BATS-R-US, like any MHD or multi-fluid MHD 
model of the magnetosphere, is unable to specify either of these quantities. However, en-
ergized outflows are often observed above regions of auroral precipitation. We therefore 
rely on the particle precipitation, calculated based on an empirical relationship from the 
field aligned current [Ridley et al., 2004], to provide the spatial specification of where
to put the wave power. Specifically, whenever the precipitation exceeds 1 erg/cm2/s we 
turn on the wave-particle interaction terms specified by Barakat and Barghouthi [1994] 
for the cusp and aurora. While this approach is a reasonable method for obtaining the 
spatial distribution of the waves, the intensity is still only a typical value and not mod-
ulated by the inputs. An alternative approach would be to follow the example of Var-
ney et al. [2016] and use Alfvenic Poynting flux from the global magnetosphere model
to specify wave intensity. Nevertheless, the simple prescription for the wave-power and 
distribution described above is sufficient for the present study.
Figure 9 shows the resulting magnetospheric composition and field lines in the GSM 
y=0 plane at various times between approximately 3 and 4 hours of simulation time. Dur-
ing this time the lobes of the magnetosphere are enriched with ionospheric O+. The iono-
spheric plasma fills the lobes and lands in the tail near the reconnection site where it has 
a significant impact on the magnetotail stability. Between 3 and 4 hours a number of plas-
moids form and the x-point moves around between about 15 Re down tail to as much
as 35 Re.
Figure 10 shows the corresponding PWOM solution at 4 hours of simulated time 
with the ionosphere electrodynamics solution at the bottom of the figure. We selected
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Figure 9. Color contours of composition and field lines in the y=0 GSM plane at different
times showing the multiple plasmoid formation and the variation of x-line location in the tail.
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an altitude of 6000km at which to examine the outflow. A number of interesting features 
are visible in the solution. First, the ion density, particularly for O+, is skewed by the 
convection pattern. Note that a skewed, or asymmetric, convection pattern can result 
even for pure southward IMF as the ring current drift causes the inner magnetospheric 
pressure to peak in the pre-midnight sector which in turn affects the FACs and the as-
sociated polar cap potential. Another interesting feature of the outflowing solution is that 
the O+ velocity is elevated following the auroral oval indicating an auroral wind in our 
simulation. This is expected as the wave heating terms are included in a phenomeno-
logical manner following the precipitation (described above). It is likewise notable that 
while the O+ outflow is more organized by the particle precipitation, the H+ is more or-
ganized by the the solar illumination. Nevertheless, both species of outflowing plasma 
have their strongest fluxes on the dayside under illuminated conditions.
The last point has some broader implications and warrants further discussion. While 
the O+ velocity is elevated everywhere around the auroral oval, the outflowing flux is 
much stronger on the dayside. This simulation feature can be understood when remem-
bering that the wave-heating accelerating the plasma can create large velocities, but it 
cannot produce ions to accelerate. In our model, the O+ is mainly produced from either 
photoionization or impact ionization from energetic electrons. As the precipitation from 
the ionosphere electrodynamics model only provides hard auroral precipitation, most of 
the associated impact ionization is produced in the E region where it contributes to the 
conductance but at too low an altitude to contribute to the outflowing plasma. There-
fore, ion production due to photoionization is critical to defining the amount of plasma 
available for energization by wave processes and sets an important limit on the ion flux 
that can be generated by wave-particle interactions. As a result, identical wave heating 
terms all around the auroral oval are able to produce high velocities everywhere, but larger 
fluxes are found on the dayside where most of the ion production occurs. As a caveat,
it is important to keep in mind that a number of factors can influence this picture. The 
inclusion of soft electron precipitation that enhances ion production and energy depo-
sition in the F-region could result in stronger outflows on both the day and nightside. 
Likewise, periods of enhanced convection that can transport ions produced on the day-
side to the nightside, where they can be accelerated by wave-particle interactions in au-
roral region, can also enhance nightside outflow.
A clear implication of the this discussion is that the outflowing plasma solution de-
pends on the local conditions of illumination, particle precipitation, wave-parameters,
and the time history of the flux tube. This is problematic when trying to specify an em-
pirical formula to represent the outflowing plasma as has been done in a number of stud-
ies to date. Indeed, most of these studies rely on a useful empirical formula presented
by Strangeway et al. [2005] that relates electron precipitation and Poynting flux to to-
tal ion flux. While this formula is derived based entirely on outflow observations in the 
cusp, it is frequently applied throughout the entire high latitude region. In light of the 
present results, one should be cautious when applying an empirical relationship based 
solely on cusp data to other high latitude locations as the illumination and precipita-
tion characteristics in the dayside cusp and nightside aurora are quite different.
The distribution of the outflow also informs our understanding of the tail dynam-
ics. Wiltberger et al. [2010] considered a multi-fluid MHD simulation with an imposed 
cusp like outflow occurring on the dayside. They found that the outflow lands near the 
reconnection site and the location of the x-line can move significantly. In contrast, Bram-
bles et al. [2011] used the same multi-fluid MHD code with an empirically specified bound-
ary using a version of the relationship of Strangeway et al. [2005]. They found strong out-
flow on the auroral field lines which stretch the closed field lines by overloading them with 
ionospheric plasma and lead to periodic sawtooth events. The tail dynamics observed
in Figure 9 are driven more by dayside outflow and are thus more similar to the case de-
scribed by Wiltberger et al. [2010]. Indeed, for the reasons discussed above, it is possi-
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Figure 11. The output of the ring current solution on the minimum B surface from CIMI
including, the H+ (left) and O+ (right) pressure. All output is at 4 hours into the simulation.
Note that O+ accounts for approximately 10% of the peak ring current pressure at this time.
744
745
746
ble that large outflow fluxes on auroral field lines, based on an empirical formula derived731
for the dayside cusp, may be overestimated. We note, however, that the sawtooth be-732
havior in Brambles et al. [2011] exhibited strong dependence on the upstream driving733
conditions, e.g., sawtooth oscillations occur only under CME storm type conditions with734
Bz = -10 nT, Vx = 600 km/s. However, the coupled simulation results presented in this735
section were driven by more moderate conditions (Bz = -5 nT, Vx = 400 km/s). It is736
possible that the picture in this section could change under more intense driving con-737
dition. For example, more intense driving conditions may result in stronger convection738
which could increase the transport of plasma from the dayside to the nightside polar cap739
thereby increasing the plasma available for acceleration on auroral field lines. Further740
investigation is needed to understand what conditions could lead to strong outflow fluxes,741
not just high velocities, on auroral fieldlines in order to better understand and test the742
hypothesized connection between outflow and sawteeth events.743
Finally, we examine the contribution of outflow to the ring current under these ide-747
alized conditions. Figure 11 presents the ring current O+ and H+ pressures 4 hours into748
the simulation. As expected, the ring current pressure exhibits a peak in the premidnight749
sector owing to the energy dependent ion drifts. We also find that O+ accounts for ap-750
proximately 10% of the peak ring current pressure at this time. Such a value is typical751
for periods of low geomagnetic activity. This provides a reasonable first demonstration752
that the CIMI model is capable of working with the SWMF and coupling with the multi-753
fluid MHD version of BATS-R-US.754
The primary focus of the present simulation is to demonstrate the ability to use755
the new kinetic ion features of PWOM in a global geospace simulation. The success of756
this initial simulation and the reasonableness of the results indicate that it is now pos-757
sible to include kinetic polar wind ions in global simulations at reasonable computational758
expense. The examination of a wider range of geomagnetic activity is left to future stud-759
ies.760
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4 Conclusions
We presented new features of the Polar Wind Outflow Model (PWOM) that en-
able the inclusion of kinetic ions, wave-particle interactions, and suprathermal electron 
effects in a three-dimensional global outflow solution. This modeling approach causally 
treats most major outflow mechanisms using a first principles approach. The new model 
development combines a multi-fluid hydrodynamic approach at lower altitudes with a 
hybrid-DSMC, or Mac-PIC, solution at high altitudes in a two-way coupled manner. The 
interface between the two modeling descriptions occurs in the transition region where 
both modeling approaches are physically appropriate descriptions. As a result, the out-
flow modeling approach is valid at all altitudes.
We note that this approach is similar in concept to two existing codes: the Dynamic 
Fluid-Kinetic (DyFK) model [Estep et al., 1999; Zeng and Horwitz , 2007] and General 
Polar Wind (GPW) model [Barakat and Barghouthi , 1994]. However, the implementa-
tion in PWOM, presented here, has a number of new advantageous features. First, PWOM 
includes the effects of suprathermal electrons in the global solution by using the GLOW 
model, allowing an efficient treatment of the effects of photoelectrons, auroral electrons, 
and secondary electrons on the outflowing solution. Second, the use of variably weighted 
particles and particle rezoning (also known as particle splitting and joining) helps to in-
crease robustness and reduce particle noise to a certain extent. Third, PWOM uses a 
combination of distributed memory (with MPI) and shared memory (with OpenMP par-
allelism) to speed up the computation. By putting each field line on a separate MPI pro-
cess and using 5 OpenMP threads on each MPI process to speed up the particle work,
a global outflow solution including kinetic ions can be obtained in the same amount of 
time as it takes to obtain a pure hydrodynamic solution with no OpenMP acceleration. 
Finally, PWOM has the benefit of being fully integrated into the SWMF to support global 
studies of outflow and the feedback of the rest of geospace on the outflow. Combined with 
the improved parallelization scheme, this last point means that global kinetic outflow 
solutions are computationally feasible as part of a coupled geospace system.
To test the model improvements, we considered four problems in order of increas-
ing complexity starting with single field line solutions and progressing to multi-field line 
global solutions. The simplest problem was the sunlight polar field line where we com-
pared the hydrodynamic only solution with the combined solution with kinetic ions at 
high altitudes. We found that the kinetic and hydrodynamic H+ solutions are largely 
similar, but that larger differences are seen in the O+. We then considered a sunlit cusp 
field line with soft electron precipitation and wave-particle interactions representing ion 
cyclotron resonant heating included. This case demonstrates that the model can be used 
to study the altitude evolution and formation of ion conic distributions.
Two multi-field line global outflow simulations were also considered. The first was
a simplified case of two-cell convection with an artificially imposed cusp region with soft 
electron precipitation and wave heating. This simulation found enhanced outflow in the 
cusp with the convection pulling enhanced upflowing plasma over the polar cap. Under-
standing the contribution of cusp accelerated plasma to the polar cap population is a 
common observational problem (see e.g. Yau et al. [2007]). We also observed H+ flux 
enhancements continueing poleward of the cusp which can possibly be explained by the 
interplay between convection and charge exchange timescales. Finally, we considered an 
idealized simulation where the outflow solution from PWOM is coupled into the SWMF 
where it supplies plasma to the magnetosphere, while simultaneously taking magneto-
spheric inputs. In addition to the magnetosphere, polar wind and ionospheric compo-
nents, the simulation also included the CIMI inner magnetosphere model. This simula-
tion coupled the outflow dynamically with the magnetosphere and demonstrated the fea-
sibility of including kinetic ions and suprathermal electron effects in the global outflow 
solution. We found that the outflow occurs preferentially on the dayside, even though 
wave heating occurs everywhere around the auroral oval. The outflow fills the lobes and
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lands near the reconnection site in the tail where it affects the tail stability. For the con-
ditions considered, there is only a modest contribution of O+ to the total ring current 
pressure.
The present work described significant new developments of the PWOM code and 
presented initial test cases. There remain, however, a number of interesting questions 
that are deferred to future studies. Notably, there is a great deal of focus on the O+ out-
flow as oxygen is a clear indicator of an ionospheric source of plasma. However, the sim-
ulations show a significant amount of polar wind H+ coming out over a large area of the 
high latitude region. Currently we do not distinguish between ionospheric and solar wind 
protons in the magnetosphere. The relative influence of ionospheric H+ on magnetospheric 
processes is an important topic that will be evaluated in future studies. Likewise, the 
evaluation of the model for real events, and the sensitivity to assumptions regarding the 
wave heating are deferred to future studies.
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